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With Construction Plans
orgone accumulator user guide - neutron-sound - the orgone accumulator (oa) is a digital phaseaccumulation oscillator module capable of creating a wide range of timbres, from classic subtractive-synthstyle sounds, to ppg-wavetable stuff, and hardcore fm! on cancer, orgone energy, orgone therapy and
dr. wilhelm reich - the orgone energy accumulator. years of self-experiments by reich and his co-workers
proved distinctively positive effects of the orgone radiation and orgone energy accumulator on humans and
other animals. according to reich’s research, the accumulator charges the organisms inside the device with
orgone energy. report on orgone energy accumulators s. a.* - wilhelm reich - novel the accumulator is
mentioned as the "sexone box" and last winter a social and educational group in greenwich village announced
a lecture and demonstration of the orgone accumulator. they called on us to provide an accumulator and
lecturer, which was refused because of the clearly non jorgos kavouras, md - orgone - jorgos kavouras, md
• 1954 born in bamberg (germany) • 1976 build my first orgone accumulator (orac) • 1976-78 study of
naturopathic medicine • after 1976 own psychiatric orgone therapy with different therapists • 1978-1984
study of human medicine at the university of erlangen • 1984 approbation as a physician a preliminary
study of the reich orgone accumulator ... - a preliminary study of the reich orgone accumulator effects on
human physiology by alberto mazzocchi, md roberto maglione, msc abstract the orgone accumulator (orac) is
a device, conceived by the austrian scientist wilhelm reich in the 1940s, which he claimed would the orgone
generator bible - lunahelia - the orgone generator bible there is a lot of information on the internet about
the dangers of harmful e.l.f [microwave] frequencies that are ‘directed’ at nice spiritual citizens by the corrupt
political element of all countries via [1] cell phone towers, [2] radionics machines, and [3] black magic spells. a
preliminary study of the reich orgone accumulator ... - orgone accumulator with a mean time of 596.9
sec, as compared to set of paired control-run discharge times with a mean of 122.6 sec. the measurements
were performed with the door of the orgone accumulator fully open and with the control-run location at around
1 m distance outside, using the same instrument, under practically the ersion 1 orgone explained - freeebooks - james demeo: the author of "the orgone accumulator handbook". one of the many beings that has
contribute to bringing back wilhelm's research. aura: there is a lot elaborate documentation on what the aura
is and how to analyse it but for the sake of the document i will just assume it is a humans by m. bremer,
m.d. - wilhelm reich - accumulator used upon a plant, a dog, a turtle, and a fish. the leaves of this plant had
lost their shine, and looked dull and felt dry to the touch, despite routine watering. after standing in the
accumulator for 24 hours, the leaves . from the orgone energy bulletin, vol. 5, no. 1 & 2 (march 1953) water a
preliminary study of the effects of reich’s or ... - an orgone accumulator to human subjects can be found
in the literature [10, 24]. unfortunately, systematic investigation of the effects and benefits of the orgone
accumulator with respect to cancer is missing, although several controlled stu-dies on mice attesting to life
expectancy increase of 50-300% (attributed to orgone castle concepts & associates - anticorruption
society - also known as an orgone accumulator of natural magnetic vortices wilhelm reich invented a very
effective device known as a "cloud buster" which the orgone accumulator is modeled after.1 he also
determined that the device worked best if placed within 20 feet of big trees for maximum ascension and
declination (via roots). supplies: experimental confirmation of the reich orgone accumulator ... experimental confirmation of the reich orgone accumulator thermal anomaly by james demeo, ph.d. abstract
experimental investigations were undertaken by the author, of the thermal anomaly (to-t) inside the orgone
energy accumulator (orac), a phenomenon firstly observed by the late dr. wilhelm reich, who invented the orac
device.
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